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less winning Than iTs moTheR Blog*: a Take on How to 
win at Feminism
*Or, If You Have to Spend Six Weeks Trying to Like It, the Problem May Not Be You

by Katrina Spencer

Beth Newell, Sarah Pappalardo, & Anna Drezen (“presented by Reductress”), HOW TO WIN AT FEMINISM: THE 
DEFINITIvE GUIDE TO HAvING IT ALL — AND THEN SOME! HarperCollins/HarperOne, 2016. 224p. illus. 
index. pap., $22.99, ISBN 978-0062439802. 

What the actual book title should be:
HOW TO MARGINALLY HUMOR YOUR WHITE FEMINIST, MILLENIAL PEERS EvERY NOW AND 
THEN: THE DEFINITIvE GUIDE TO NUDGING PEOPLE WHO ALREADY AGREE WITH YOU — 
GENTLY!

Overall Rating:  3/5 stars (see rubric)

Strengths/Saving Graces:  Beautiful design, very contemporary, successful imita-
tion of genre literature

Weaknesses/Pitfalls:  Too long, clever but not funny, very much an echo 
chamber for white, cisgender, able-bodied, female, 
heterosexual feminists

Would I Recommend It?  Only to white, cisgender, able-bodied, female, hetero-
sexual, feminist, first- and second-year college students. 
However, there are many people within my personal 
and professional circles who do not fit that profile.

What happens when you put three white, college-ed-
ucated feminists, all under the age of 50, in a room and in-
cite them to write satirical prose on the condition of women 
in the still-new 21st century? How to Win at Feminism: The 
Definitive Guide to Having It All — and Then Some! hap-
pens. For such a bold, all-encompassing title, one would 
expect the material to be relevant to a greater and broader 
scope of people. Is it smart? Yes! Is it funny? Occasionally. Is 
it incisive? Sometimes. Is it inclusive? Nope. Is it efficiently 
worded? Nuh uh. Will it sell? Moderately, I suppose. 

This text, born from the womb of The Reductress — a 
blog that has named itself the only women’s satirical maga-
zine — wants to be clever, contemporary, and politically 
“right” for its time. While this spoof on the women’s self-
help magazine genre is regularly snarky, beautifully designed, 
and well promoted, it is also narrow in representing women’s 
experiences, self-indulgent, and too long. Printed in a shock 
of neon pink and bright yellow, How to Win… is less — 
well, less winning than its mother blog. It takes on feminism 
— a beast of a topic for any team of writers, given its inher-
ent breadth — and manages to reinforce the idea that the 

movement and its ideology belong to white, cisgender, able-
bodied, heterosexual, et al. identifiers for feminine hege-
mony in the U.S. I’m a black woman reading it, and I could 
not feel more excluded from the discourse. There are two 
and a half pages (36–38) dedicated to intersectionality and 
another three dedicated to the idea of lesbianism (160–162). 
That’s just under 3% of the volume. In a blindingly self-
aware moment, the writers admit:

If you’re not a cisgender white woman, you know 
that they don’t get this ally thing right 100 percent 
of the time (or even like 60 percent). (p. 38)

But perhaps what disappoints me — more than the 
lazy nods to black women via the inclusion of caricatures 
of exceptionally successful women like Beyoncé and Oprah 
— is how easy reporters, journalists, and critics have made 
it for the editors/compilers to dodge discourse about the 
ways this book fails. Despite having “reviewed” the book for 
mass audiences, not one of the following major publications 
has asked the How to Win… writers how they meaningfully 
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include people of color, gender nonconformists, and anyone 
under the LGBTQIA umbrella: the Los Angeles Times, New 
York Magazine, salon.com. For me, this line of questioning 
seems obvious and necessary. My cry, as of late, is that the 
media stop telling me that I do not exist. This book does 
little in the way of helping me with that agenda, and with 
such a broad platform from which to be funny, brave, and 
revolutionary, it seems irresponsible of the authors to shirk 
the opportunity. 

Honestly, I struggled in creating this review because I 
sincerely admire the work Reductress produces on its website 

and was so pleased to “discover” its pieces in my Facebook 
feed months ago. But, as Amazon reviewer “Katelynn” wrote 
on December 30, 2016, How to Win… reveals itself to be 
“[u]nreadable, a complete waste of time, a total disappoint-
ment and a frustration to finish.” She elaborates:

I don’t like spending a bunch of money and not fin-
ishing books, but this one was so irritating I almost 
didn’t get through it. This book is the definition of 
“reaching.” Reductress is great for cute, ironic little 
articles, but this was an entire book of not-funny, 
trying-too-hard IRONY and it was like pulling 
teeth.

I LOVE Reductress. I HATE this book.

Katelynn is mostly right. Katelynn’s mostly right and she’s 
pretty harsh, but honest. As I picked up the book over 
and over again, my search for meaning and resonance was 
laborious and painful. What I expected to be a delightful 
task became a weighty burden. And, since I come from the 
academic world of rubrics, I had to ask myself what my 
expectations were and what I was measuring How to Win… 
against. So I put together a list of what I think satire should 
be and do. The check marks indicate where the text suc-

A Draft of an Ideal Satire Checklist
(Courtesy of Moi)

  Is humorous/makes the reader laugh with some 
regularity

	 Is self-aware
	 Is rooted in reality and able to mirror the audi-

ence’s surroundings, environment, attitudes, 
society, etc.

	 Is rendered with irony
	 Is timely/contemporary
	 Is recognizable/imitates a known form
  Is clever in its brevity and efficiency of deliver-

ing a message (short, pithy)
  Is enlightening and covertly persuasive/wins 

new recruits to the political movement/is writ-
ten for a diverse audience that includes people 
who would not normally agree with the politi-
cal sentiments/values being ridiculed

  Incites change/forwards a political agenda
  Is able to include traditionally marginalized 

members of society
  Avoids self-indulgence for the greater good of 

the work

Katrina’s Growing & Convenient Rubric
for Rating “Feminist” Works

5 stars: Does what it says it’s going to do. Is the best of 
its kind within a genre. Is canonic. Recognizes/speaks to 
other greats within its field/discipline. Serves both aca-
demic and popular tastes. Aggressively engages diversity. 
Needs to be required reading material for collections, 
libraries, and courses. Highly recommended. Avoids 
pretentiousness.

4 stars: Meets most of its set obligations. Is commend-
able and inspirational. Is not a classic. Meaningfully 
and uniquely forwards the discussion on the topic it in-
tends to treat. May fail in terms of accessible language/
style. Represents, considers, and entertains a variety of 
voices and opinions.

3 stars: Has a wavering, unfocused/unsteady agenda, 
yet still offers multiple moments of redemption. Occa-
sionally excludes/ignores significant discourses, audi-
ences, and voices from its purview. Has some portions 
that are shareable, provocative, and interesting.

2 stars: Is significantly biased in ways that are archaic, 
obvious, and/or obnoxious. Reflects writing that is 
grammatically sound but substantially anemic. Is 
unoriginal.

1 star: Is blatantly ableist, anti-Semitic, classist, ho-
mophobic, intellectually inaccessible, Islamophobic, mi-
sogynist, racist, transphobic, etc. Willfully ignores and 
neglects significant, established discourses. Undermines 
the rights of a persecuted minority. Is shameful and/or 
uncivil. Does little if anything to forward or broaden 
the reader’s thinking.
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ceeds, and the empty boxes signify where it does not. How to 
Win… succeeds in about half of the ways.

Aside from virtually erasing the diversity of identities 
represented by women and feminism, another problem the 
book has is its sheer length. Readers of Reductress expect 
pithy prose that can be consumed quickly during lunch, on 
the toilet, while waiting to pick up kids, etc. Consider, for 
example, “White Men Excited Things Finally Going Their 
Way for Once,”1 “5 Men to Fuck before You Lose Your Birth 
Control in January [2017],”2 and “Professional Outfits That 
Won’t Stop Men from Referring to You as a ‘Girl.’”3 These 
posts — not one exceeding 500 words in length — allow 
readers to take in acerbic prose while in mid-multi-task 
mode. How to Win… does not lend itself to that type of 
consumption. The hefty print tome all but requires you to 
be sitting down and paging through its contents, which 
assumes that one has leisure, quiet, and stillness all at once 
— a rare luxury for modern women, the book’s foremost 
audience. Indisputably, one of the primary appeals of the 
website, then, does not translate to the book. Moreover, 
while the 200 pages certainly have shining moments — take 
the diametrically different morning and nighttime routines 
of self-care (pp. 50–51), “The Woman Who Literally Has 
It All” (pp. 102–103), and “How to Stick with the Dating 
Apps You Hate” (pp. 142–147) — too much of the book 
feels like monotone padding written to justify the publica-
tion of a print volume. 

If we took out the filler and pared the volume down to 
a quarter of its size, we would finish with a potent manifesto 
representing the best of the best of its works. Sure, they 
would still represent an aggressively limited cross-section of 
women in the United States, but the caliber of the irreverent 
satire would be greater. It feels as though the editor should 
have engaged in one more round of slicing and left more 
pieces in the “no” pile. Which ones should not have made 
the cut? Plinky the Fairy Witch, a fictional character who 
accompanies the reader throughout the length of the text 
and provides a wry, rhymed conclusion to every chapter, ac-
complishes very little. The satirical ad for the “Real Women 
Have Lumps…Gym!” (pp. 60-61) encourages women to get 
a membership and pay to exercise at a mall, but ultimately 
presses them to value their bodies just the way they are. 
While effectively triangulating the irony of how consumer-
ism and feminism intersect, the piece is unsuccessful because 
it is simply not funny. Also, a number of the features high-
lighting a variety of working women — including Megyn 
Kelly (pp. 111–112), who is erroneously identified as a 
Republican; Janet Hughes (pp. 114–115), a random woman 
who refuses to aspire to greatness; and a sloppily drunk 
Supreme Court Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg (pp. 125–126) 
— are all lacking in luster.

It is curious that the last words in the book read as 
follows: “At the end of the day, we’re just a bunch of cute 
klutzes who wrote an effing book!” (p. 208). Something 
makes me suspect that the writers are acknowledging their 
shortcomings in a veiled and implicit apology. They know 
what they do well: write prose for an audience that looks like 
them, shares a similar background, and will applaud their 
efforts. However, that audience must fit within very strict 
parameters — it is not an audience that effectively represents 
the gamut of 21st-century women in the United States. In 
reviewing this book, reporters, journalists, and critics ought 
to be asking not only, “How does your work engage all 
women?” but also, “In what ways does it not? How/where/
when/why does it fall short? What would an ideal tome/edi-
torial staff/writing team look like?” It is no surprise that the 
three celebrity endorsements on the back of the book come 
from two white women and one who is multiracial: Janeane 
Garofalo, Lizz Winstead, and Aubrey Plaza, respectively. 
Could any woman of a markedly distinct background com-
mend this book? 

So, no, I do not widely recommend this book for pur-
chase. If your predominantly white institution’s college cam-
pus has a gender and women’s studies center with a lounge, 
I do recommend a copy for the coffee table. The contents 
can provoke some thought and discussion in some young 
minds. But I would not recommend it for the multicultural 
center. Or for historically black colleges and universities. Or 
Hispanic-serving institutions. Or any other locale that pri-
marily serves any of us grouped and/or labeled as “other.” It 
repeatedly denies our existence and inclusion in the feminist 
discourse and therefore is not really “for” us.

Notes

1. reductress.com/post/white-men-excited-things-finally-
going-their-way-for-once (Nov. 14, 2016).

2. reductress.com/post/5-men-to-fuck-before-you-lose-your-
birth-control-in-january (Nov. 15, 2016).

3. reductress.com/post/professional-outfits-that-wont-stop-
men-from-referring-to-you-as-a-girl (Oct. 24, 2016).

[Katrina Spencer is the literatures and cultures librarian at 
Middlebury College. She came across Feminist Collections at 
the University of Wisconsin–Madison while she served as the 
diversity resident librarian there. For more information, visit 
her personal website, www.katleespe.com.]
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